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Abstract: In today’s period of technology social media becomes a major part of life. Social media relates to variety of 

Internet services which permit different users to contribute in online interaction between communities, post opinions on 

blogs and sharing of trending data or specific domain information.The security of data is the main issue when it comes to 

propagation of data on the network. In a social network, user privacy includes multiple sub-problems like user location 

privacy, user interest and user personal information privacy. In this paper, privacy breaches are discussed that leads to 

proposal of privacy preservation approaches by numerous researchers. This paper laid stress on privacy parameter in 

social networks which provides a basic introduction and commencing action in the social network's effective deployment.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today era of communication, social networking sites have become a hub for different type’s communication 

between distinct age groups. A tremendous growth has been shown by social media in this era of technology. There 

are number of parameters that contribute in the growth of social media. Further the main involvement is of 

technology like increased bandwidth, highly technical mobile devices and focussed software tools. Social media 

relates to variety of Internet services which permit different users to contribute in online interaction between 

communities, post opinions on blogs and sharing of trending data or specific domain information. Social media lets 

the communities to debate on the trending matters which makes it a hub of communication [1, 4]. It inspires the 

many to have involvement in the conversations and give feedback which help in blurring the gap between the media 

and the spectators.People are engaging in online discourse because of its ease of access. As the huge information is 

being forwarded on internet many risks are involved such as the loss of information, distortion in information and 

attacking by intruders to have the important data. The security of data is the main issue when it comes to 

propagation of data on the network.  

In this vast trending technology, networking sites have become a path for retails to extend their marketing 

campaigns to attract differen6t customers. Chi has well-defined the social media marketing as the connection 

between customers or consumers and brands [2]. 

Social media has become an integral part of our lives as users create content, do interaction, share their knowledge 

and personal data like pictures on internet. Social media is defined as the services given to users such as- Blogs, 

Wiki, multimedia-platforms, virtual game world which are described as follows: 
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1.Blogs: These are online journals in which contributors have conversation about a specific topic.The entries on the 

site are in chronological order. It allows users to post personal contents, comment on and have connection with other 

media sites.They can be hosted free on websites as Word Press, Tumbir etc [3]. 

2.Wikis: It is a website that permits user to add or edit the information. It is website where participants can add or 

modify any page using their web browser. One known example is Wikipedia, a free online encyclopaedia which 

uses wiki technology. 

3.Podcasts: These are the audio and video files that are available by subscription like many paid tunes. 

4.Social bookmarking: These sites permit users to organize and share links to websites. Example, reedit. 

5.Social networking sites: Theses are web based service which allow individual to make a profile and connect with 

other participants within the bound network or system. Most popular are Facebook and LinkedIn. 

6.Status-update services: These are mainly microblogging services, such as Twitter which allow people to share 

short updates about people, events or to check on other updates. 

7.Media-sharing sites: It permit users to post videos and photographs such as YouTube, Instragram. 

8.Virtual world content:Virtual world contentpermit services such asgenerating a virtual world in which user can 

interact.  

 

II. PRIVACY CONCERNS OF SOCIAL MEDIA: 

Privacy and security are the terms interchangeably used under distinct circumstances. Both have correlation to each 

other though entirely different issues. The main fundaments of security is Confidentiality, integrity and availability 

[5,6]. The main part of security is to protect it from unauthorized disclosure, attackers, modification of the 

information. In today era, hackers are always ready for staking the network for preys/targets. They trick the users 

with the wrong ids which they send on the network so that on one click of the user whole information is transferred 

to attackers. Once the process start they keep on sending virus code on user’s computer to make the information 

corrupt. Security of data can be accomplished by putting constraints on the information travelling on the network. 

This issue of attack on data can only be solved by not clicking on any of the unwanted link on the internet unless 

user is not aware of the networks actual address. User should not post its personal information on the sites without 

privacy, once shown to public hackers can easily access it. It is the right of every user on network to have the 

security of information.Privacy can be applied only through policies and procedures where some are as follows [7]: 

Social profiling and 3rd party disclosure:This policy states that no agency have permission to reveal any kind of 

organization/system record of any individual to the 3rd party. Currently, Facebook asks for permission when any 

third party wants to access users in formation. 

Companies:  Some enterprises do not have strong privacy guidelines such as twitter has imported the user’s contact 

information to their websites to have information related to user. 

So for defending your password, operators need to create durablePINwhich contains symbols, capital letters and 

numbers in it. Confine your access of your private information to the known ones and have full advantage of the 

different privacy choices  

offered by social media sites like blocking the strangers. With the installation of antivirus, anti-spyware user can 

defend their information from worm and Trojans 

 

III. PRIVACY PRESERVATION IN SOCIAL MEDIA: 

Data mining is latest emerging field which includes databases, artificial inteligence and statistics. A large volume of 

data is collected by companies by which a useful information is extracted. on the basis of the on the demand need 

[9]. Data mining is also known as “knowledge discovery”. The main problem that arise in the mass collection of the 

data is its confidentiality. Privacy is the main key element for the companies statistical data  and product information 

Privacy preservatiion is the main branch when data minining is concerned as it includes various methods as data-

hiding, masking, suppression, aggregation, pertubation, anonymization [8]. Privacy preservation in data mining is 

the prior conditionn for swapping confidential information like data analysis, validation and publishing. Rapid 

increase in internet phishing positioned a swere threat for the senstive information which is propogated  over the 

web.  It has created a wide security concerns on the users and enterprises worldwide [12, 13]. A lot of 

communication service provided through internet services: online banking, electroic commerce that exploit both 

human and software vulneraabilities suffer a lot of loss it can be financial or personal information. Therfore, privacy 

preservation data minining method are needed for secured and reliable information exchange over the internet [11, 

10].  
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